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Introduction 

This notice is for IT personnel and Asset Managers who oversee operations of QTech DATRAN SCADA 
systems. It includes important recommendations to help prevent data loss after a server restart. 

Background 

From time to time we receive requests for support after unexpected restarts of DATRAN services and 
consequentially SQL Server apparently failing to log telemetry data.  

In a recent request from one customer, they asked “What else can we do to ensure the integrity of 
data after a restart”? 

This document provides several important recommendations to answer this question. 

Recommendation 1 – Operational Checks 

QTech recommends that after every restart a number of operational checks be conducted.  

These are detailed in our application note: “Application Note - DATRAN VI Restarting Procedure” 
which is available from our FAQ or clicking this link: https://qtech.co.nz/wp-
content/uploads/Application-Note-DATRAN-VI-Restarting-Procedure-v1.6.pdf. 

Frequently, the cause of an unexpected restart is the result of a Windows update that occurs out of 
normal business hours, often delaying the requisite operational checks until staff commence work. 
Windows updates are also often difficult to turn off and some IT policies require that they occur for 
essential security updates and prefer that this happens out of normal business hours.  

Recommendation 2 – Additional Data Backup 

Normally after a restart, historical RTU data logs should be retrieved during operational checks and 
checked in the SQL database. But, if the passage of time is too great then there is a risk of data holes 
in the SQL point data as the logs will eventually be overwritten at the RTU.   

As an insurance policy, we suggest that both the ADO and HDI diagnostics are turned on to capture 
log data as it is retrieved. The diagnostic logs are written to disk and can be used to reconstruct point 
data if necessary. The disk logs can be configured for periodic purge and limit size to avoid excessive 
disk use.  

The procedure is straightforward: 
1. In the DATRAN diagnostics select Log To Disk categories 

2. Select (tick) the desired categories 

a. ADO Database Connectivity : Execute 

b. ADO Database Connectivity : SqlError 

c. Historical Data Interface : AdoDCM Error  

d. Historical Data Interface : AdoDCM Execute  

e. Historical Data Interface : InSqlCM Error (if you are using Insql) 

f. Historical Data Interface : InSqlCM Execute (if you are using Insql) 

g. Historical Data Interface : RawDG 

3. In DATRAN Browser double click the Server Manager node and in the resulting dialogue box: 

a. In the diagnostic option tab set the “keep for” value to a reasonable period such as 14 days. 

b. Set the diagnostic file size to 50 MB or more. 

https://qtech.co.nz/faq/
https://qtech.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/Application-Note-DATRAN-VI-Restarting-Procedure-v1.6.pdf
https://qtech.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/Application-Note-DATRAN-VI-Restarting-Procedure-v1.6.pdf
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Be aware that sufficient available disk space is required to store the logs.  

We recommend this contingency practice for any customer likely to experience an unscheduled 
restart.   

If you find that you need to recover log data from disk then please contact QTech 
(techsupport@qtech.co.nz) for assistance. 

Recommendation 3 – Ensure Services Start in the correct order 

In some instances, SQL Server is also restarted when DATRAN Services are restarted (especially if they 
are co located on the same server).  

It is recommended that DATRAN Services are started after SQL Server has restarted and we 
recommend that appropriate delays on service starts especially for the ADO service be included in the 
service configuration with dependencies added to check that SQL server is ready.  

Here is also a useful tip for starting services in order based on customer feedback: 
1. Start Treebase (TBServer) 

2. Start the DVG Service, wait for 3 to 5 minutes for the activity to die down & the odometer to 

be counting steadily 

3. Start the ADO Service - wait for it & the DVG to settle. There may be lots of activity that may 

appear to freeze the DVG as some ADO queries execute. Especially seems to be those 

associated with Waste Water Overflow calculations. 

4. Start the remaining services 

5. For systems using QTech OPC-UA Server with HMIs such as Intouch we recommend 

restarting DATRAN services in the following order: 
DATRAN > OPC-UA Server > OI Gateway > Intouch  
 

 

 

Conclusion 

By following these recommendations, potential issues after a server restart will be minimised. 
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Our Sales staff are contactable through sales@qtech.co.nz 

Our Administration staff are contactable through admin@qtech.co.nz 

Our Technical Support staff are contactable through techsupport@qtech.co.nz 
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